
WRITE A TEST PROGRAM THAT CREATES TWO RECTANGLE OBJECTS

design a class named Rectangle to represent a rectangle. Write a test *. * program that creates two Rectangle
objectsâ€”one with width 4 and height 40 *.

The MyDate class has the following public static methods drawn with underlined in the class diagram :
isLeapYear int year : returns true if the given year is a leap year. Ex: Interfaces GeometricObject and
Resizable Write the interface called GeometricObject, which declares two abstract methods: getParameter and
getArea , as specified in the class diagram. The default color is white. Introduce new methods called
getAuthorName , getAuthorEmail , getAuthorGender in the Book class to return the name, email and gender
of the author of the book. Write the codes for the Invoice class and a test driver to test all the public methods.
You can reuse the Circle class that you have created in the previous exercise. For a Book instance says aBook,
aBook. A overloaded constructor that constructs a point with the given x and y coordinates. Write the code for
the MyTime class. The mutator methods for previousClosingPrice and currentPrice. The MyDate class has the
following public methods: setDate int year, int month, int day : It shall invoke the static method isValidDate to
verify that the given year, month and day constitute a valid date. The class Line composes 2 instances of class
Point, representing the beginning and ending points of the line. Study how the subclass Cylinder invokes the
superclass' constructors via super and super radius and inherits the variables and methods from the superclass
Circle. Getter and setter for all the instance variables, and toString. However, it can be differentiated via the
referencing instance. Assign medium speed, radius 5 , color blue , and turn it off to the second object. Also
take note that methods such as add returns an instance of MyComplex. We do neither tolerate requests for
pirated material, nor do we allow advocating pirated material even mentioning that you could download
commercial products for free is forbidden - such content will be removed without warning and the poster will
automatically be permanently banned from the subreddit. If Override is not used and toString is misspelled as
ToString , it will be treated as a new method in the subclass, instead of overriding the superclass. A string data
field named color that specifies the color of the fan default blue. Hints: You need to allocate the array, as well
as each of the 10 MyPoint instances. A distance MyCircle another method that returns the distance of the
centers from this instance and the given MyCircle instance. Also write a test driver called TestBook to test all
the public methods in the class Book. A method named withDraw that withdraws a specified amount from the
account. Write a test program that creates two Fan objects. Some statements may trigger compilation errors. A
year is a leap year if it is divisible by 4 but not by , or it is divisible by  Look for methods for adding and
multiplying two BigIntegers. Write a test program that creates an Account object with an account ID of , a
balance of , and an annual interest rate of 4. The application shall prompt the user for two complex numbers,
print their values, check for real, imaginary and equality, and carry out all the arithmetic operations. Take note
that nextMonth for 31 Oct shall be 30 Nov  Hints: After overridding the getArea in subclass Cylinder, you can
choose to invoke the getArea of the superclass Circle by calling super. Square has no instance variable, but
inherits the instance variables width and length from its superclass Rectangle. Set a new current price to 90
and display the price-change percentage. If Override is used, the compiler will signal an error. Assign width 4
and height 40 to the first object and width 3. Write a program called TestBigInteger that: adds "" to "" and
prints the result. Write the interface Resizable and the class ResizableCircle. The code for the interface
Movable is straight forward.


